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Project HATTT Parent and Teacher Training)-began its third and final

year of operation under grant # G 008102467 on September 1, 1933. The

stipulates that a program evaluation be carried out by an outside evaluator for

each of the three years of the project. Evaluation is mandated in order to insure

compliance with the requirements of the grant.

The evaluator is charged with documenting the activities under the grant

and with offering recommendations which, if followed, would facilitate program

implementation or improve the overall impact of the project. Broadly speaking,

the evaluator was to ccncern himself with (1) the extent to which project

participants apply the theory and methods of their coursework to their classroom

and field teaching situations, and (2) the extent to which the project was

Implemented as designed.

i

valuations for each of the first two years of the project were made and

final, reports submitted to the appropriate agencies. What follows here

comprises the systematic program evaluation of Project IIAPTT for the third year

of the grant (September 1, 1983 - August 31, 1984).

The findings of this report are based on information gathered from

September 1, 1983 to the end of the month of August 1984. The evaluation

pr,,cedure included: study of the original contract proposal and continuation

prollosa1s (1982-83 and 1983-84); review of written records and correspondence;

review of minutes of staff meetings and advisory council meetings; interviews

with trainees, Project staff, and conmmnity members; review of materials

prepared; observations of classes, workshops, conference and staff interaction;

and all forms of documentation.
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Programs Description & Rationale

_Project HAPTT (Haitian Parent-Teacher Training) is primarily a program or

training for those educators and community members who work or intend to work

either directly or-indirectly with limited English proficient (LEP) Haitian

students in Haitian Creole/French - English bilingual programs. The project

as conceived has two major interrelated components, one whose main purpose is

to prepare prospective teachers, and the other where activities center on broad

training of parents of school-age children, hence the acronym HAPTT.

The project should be seen as a comprehensive effort to attack the problems

encountered by Haitian students and Haitian parents in the New York City (NYC)

public shcool system. AlthOugh the population of Haitian students in NYC schools

(both puBlic and parochial) is substantial, the number of programs specifically

designed to deal with their problems arc still next to non-existent. The need

for a program such as Project HAPTT is best understood, indeed underscored, by

careful consideration of the following:

- Not more than 15% of students with Haitian linguistic and cultural,

background receive Title VII services.

- Of the "special" services provided for the students, ESL classes have

received the major emphasis.

- Results from these programs for Haitian LEP students, however, are not

promising and suggeit either that existing programs are not designed to meet.

the special needs of these students, or that an understanding or the linguistic

and cultural factors which might. impede normal progress toward academic success

have not been made an integral part of the professional training of those now

responsible for administering or teaching ESL classes.
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- Furthermore, the Haitian population of NYC is expected to increase which

would more than likely intensify those educational problems already rLk..u8nized."

Surely one explanatory factor in the failure of existing programs is that

in those schools which enroll the largest number of Haitian-American students

there are few professional educators with the requisites to deal with these

students. that is, the number of either Creole or French/English speaking

teachers. in bilingual or ESL programs is very low. Indeed, it has been estimated

that "only slightly over 100 persons of Haitian culture are presently employed

in NYC schools." This is coun:pounded by the fact that was in 1974 that the

last licensing, exam for prospective bilingual French/English elementary teachers

was given in NYC. Another was announced for 1983 but was not given.

Two exams have been annoUnced for high school levels only for the fall of

0

1984. They have been scheduled for December 5th. It is significant because it

is the first time an exam has been offered for English /Creole. Unfortunately,

the exam is only to be given in the areas of biology, general science, and

bilingual math.,

- One may justifiably conclude, therefore, that the overwhelming number of

Haitian students who are in need of services which could and should be provided

through bilingual programs are having to do without them.

The problems of this substantial segment of the student population could

easily be rectified through the hiring of more Creole/English speaking

professional educators to administer and/or teach in bilingual programs were it

not for the fact that the number of those already qualified for such appointments

is scant.
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Thus, any program designed to meet the needs of Haitian LEP students in

the NYC schools through attention to both second-language acquisition and to

Increasing those pedagogical skills-necessary to insure academic success must

address itself to the "need to improve the qualifications and to increase the

number of professional pedagogical personnel able to participate in Haitian

bilingual programs." Recognition of these needs and the desire to address

them directly is the raison d'etre for one of the two major components of

Project HAPTT.

Moreover, because of the recognized lack of adequate programs and of the

amount of time necessary to train sufficient number of qualified professionals

to aff such programs, attention must also be paid to the mechanisms of support

available to students in their respective homes and communities. A novel aspect

to Project HAPTT is just such recognition of the need to provide training to the

parents of Haitian students in order thaC,they may in turn provide the support

(both emotional and academic) in the environment of the home and the community

at large whichis lacking in the schools and which, it is argued, will facilitate

acclimatization to the American school system and the acquisition'of skills

necessary to insure normal academic achievement.

When one turns, however, to the home and the community in order to uncover

the mechanisms of support necessary, one is struck with a host of issues and

problems.

- The problems of the home environment as one conducive to learning are

coumpounded by health and nutrition problems due to a variety of causes:

inadequate housing, lack of knowledge of the ways and means to facilitate

adaptation to a temperate Climate, lack of knowledge of uses and preparation

of foods new to the diet, and so fort+, have all contributed.
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- On one level these problems might be seen as clue to a reduced or non-

existent flow of information. After all, federal and loCal governmental agencies,

wall as the schools, provide free pamphlets and instructional leaflets covering

an extraordinarily wide range of topics. The members of this target population,

however, exhibit a very high rate of'illiteracy and so cannot avail themtelve6

of this "solution". But literacy is not the only problem since that information

which is provided by governmental or other agencies is available in either English

or Spanish and not in French and Creole.

- What is needed obviously are local community agencies which deal with

Raitiens and the problems they face in adapting to life in the United States.

The number of such viable organizations, at present, totals less than ten.

It Is easy to see, therefore, the degree to which the population is removed

from the American experience and from those avenues which would allow them to

partake in the American social and economic life. Recent evidence on the

increase of menial illness among male members of this population (which fits a

ILptessing but common pattern among those immigrant groups most estranged from

the American experience, as for example Mexican migrant workers and Ilmong

refugees), supports not only the conclusion, but underscorei the immediate need

for a program to address these issues. The monies allocated for the second

major component of Project HAPTT were used to address these issues by providing

training and assistance to parents of school-age children.

The program, designed as Project HAM is meant to impact the issues

underlying the educational experience of Haitian LEPs in a number of ways. The

overall goal of the Project is to dcvclop the potential of Haitian immigrants

to contribute to their new society through We provision of resources, training,

and information necessary to addrtms and ameliorate those needs which underly

the means of attaining the benefits offered by formal education. Specifically,

7
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those "persons dealing with LEP children of Haitian background will be better

prepared to enter the elementary and secondary school system and function in it

more successfully..."

"Entering the school system" is defined and understood broadly. That is,

the Project is not concerned solely with the training and placement of

professionals but with all those involved with the education of Haitan LEP

children. Thus, parents will be able to "enter the system" by understanding

the process of education in American schools, by supporting the ClTroom

teacher through assistance with homework, by attending teacherTparent
--

conferences, by becoming involved in Parents Associations, and so forth, with

the Project's advocacy support as well as returning to school themselves.

The Project, as stated above, is comprised of two components each of

which has a major focus culminating in one major activity. These activities,

however different, are not distinct but interrelated.

The parent Training component: The purpose of this component, which was

alluded to above, is to insure that "parents receive the necessary skills to

assist their children in the educational process, and to establish fruitful

contacts with schools in their\area."

The College Component: For this component the Project has identified

and assisted those persons from 6e Haitian-American community who have an

interest in pursuing.a career in education. Those who chose to become

involved with the-Project entered a program of study at CCNY which leads Lo a

B.S. in bilingual education. Those who successfully complete the program will

comprise a pool of professional educators specifically qualified to meet the

needs of Haitian students in the NYC schools. IL should be emphasized that

special efforts have been made to recruit parents as students for this

component also.

8



Project Staff

The Project continuesto function much as it did during the first :,, a 01

operation. Staff meetings are held without fail on a biweekly basis wherein

problems are discussed, plans made for future activities, and progress on events

already "in the works" .is reported. The minutes of each staff meeting are typed

and distributed to all staff members shortly afterward. The minutes serve, as

expected, as an accurate record of the ongoing activities of the staff: tasks

assigned, discussions held, problems broached, and follow-up. Thus Liu: overall

functioning of the Project and its staff members is monitored through the meetings,

and topics and issues raised are not allowed Lo be dismissed without resolution.

There have been no staff changes during '83-84 at the Project. Such

continuity in staffing lends stability to the Project. There was, however, one

staffing change just prior to the start of the '83-84 year.

Due to cutbacks in grant funds; one staff position had to be eliminated.

After much consideration it was decided to follow the recommendation of

Washington and to eliminate the position of Project Coordinator. It was felt

that by modifying the job descriptions of the remaining staff, the work of the

Coordinator could be carried out. These changes were discussed by the staff

and agreed to, given the fact that the Project Director will take over most of

that position's responsibilities. The effects of the cut in staff size were

minimal. As could be expected, they appeared most directly in the increased

demands made on the time of the Project Director.

As regards staffing generally it had been recommended that the Projjct

"investigate the feasibility of additional staffing either through increased

funding or through the employment of college work/study students." glie Project

r(cognized the.necd to identity po,o,ible :lorceN of funds Which would

9
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them to address problems of urgent concern to the Haitian-American community but

which would require additional manpower if undertaken alonv. One such issue was

fh, qu-z:Lion of juvenile delinquency ( see page 27).

It had been hoped that assistance in the. daily tasks of the Project might

be provided through the college work/study program. The Project, however, has

not had much input into the process of selection of work/study students since

they are assigned to the Department of Elementary Education which then assigns

them to various offices within the department. Students are normally assigned

to tasks or departments solely on the basis of financial need. The Projeest,

however, would be served best by a student iiroficient in French and Haitian

Creole. The Project Director communicated this to the work-study office and

they promised to assign students of Haitian background to the Elementary

Education Department who in turn can assign them to HAPTT. During the course

of the '83-84 year, however, no Haitian Creole/English bilingual students became

available.

One other change affecting the staff was the move of the Project Offices

to a different location within the new North Academic Center building on the

CCNY campus. The new office (NACt7/311) contained less space for the resource

library and tables which the trainees had frequently utilized for Special piojects

or for study, as well as the desks and office equipment necessary for the Project

staff. Two smaller indificual offices were then assigned to the Project Director.

The move to the new office, since it was within the same building, caused only

minor disruptions in the work of the staff.

college Component

This component functioned as the first two years of the grant, that is, it

focused on the training of prospective teachers for the B.S. degree in bilingual

education, Ihe only major shift in emphasis from the prior two years was in the

drive to complete the process of institutionalization before the end of the grant.

10
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This had been accomplished. ltie School of Education of CCNY will now offer the

option of following a program of study in bilingual education in Haitian Cr(ole/

English. These courses developed by Project IIAPTT for their trainees are now

included in the catalog and offered on a regulate basis. In short, the college

component, as developed and administered by Project HAPTT over the three years

of the grant will continue w!..th funds from CCNY with two major differences:

1. funds will not be provided for the students, and

2. a full time counselor will no longer be available solely for the trainees.

As the collge component functioned the same as the previous two years,

that is, all actOities, objectives, management procedures, ana other processes

remained the same as reported on in detail in the Final Reports for the first

two years of the grant, we will avoid repetition here and report only on some

specifics of the '83-84 v

Ttie_ grant under which the ProjeCt operates provides financial aid to

eighteen trainees pursuing the B.S. degree in bilingual education. Recruitment

for the Fall Term of the 1983-84 academic year took place in August. There were

upwards of twenty-five applications and each applicant was carefully screened by

means of a personal interview, written Lest, and other standard procedures.

Those applicants without the necessary requirements were provided information as

to existing educational programs (CED, ESL, and so forth) in order to avail them-

selves of the opportunity to increase their academic skills.

During the '83-84 academic year the Project directly guided 31 students.

Twelve were attending full-Lime, twelve part -time, and seven, for a variety of

reasons, were on leave of absence. Of the twelve full-time students, five, or

just over 407 were parents. Of the part-Lime students, seven, or just over 507,

were parents. Of those on leave, just over 707, were parents,. These figures

11
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indicate the success the Project has had in recruiting parents to the bilingual

degree program at CCNY. Although the 707, parent figure rer those on temporary,

leave seems high, it is to be expected given the demands plaLed on parents above

and beyond the demands of coursework. Many of those on. leave remain so for 'one.

semester only, faking the leave so as to finish incomplete coursework and not

fall further behind. While it might be argued that this is not the best way to

get an education, in the absence of large sums of funds, adequate childLare, and

a host of other needs, this may. be the only feasible way fdt many.

Of the twelve part -time students, nine are supported by the grant, one is

self - support 1, one receives assistance from TAP/2E0G and a IIAPTT stipend, and

one dropped out during the year. One of these students was doing a M.S.. degree

in Mathematics and will graduate in June '85.

Of the twelve full-time students who began the Fall 83 semester, four

graduated in June '84 and three are now student Leaching and will graduate in

June '85. Graduates are either now working in educational institutions or

pursuing further study or both.

During the course of the grant five students graduated of which two, or

40Z were parents. WIT has been successful not only in preparing students for

careers in bilingual education but in recruiting and training parents in the

same degree programs. This, of course, was a major stipulation of the grant

And as such it has bCen met.

As mar to the beginning of each !,tniester as possible a meeting is held

with the HAPTT trainees. The nature of this meeting is One of orientation for

new trainees and of update for returning trainees. Taxing as an example the

Sprihg '84 semester, the Train,&''s moling was held on March 2, 1984 and concerned

12
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itself with administrative matters such as bursars receipts, class schedules, and

so on; the ongoing cativities of HAPTT: Lyezon, radio Rrogams, Haitian Cultural

week; introduction of new trainees; and the involvement of the trainees in the

activities of HAPTT: workshops, cultural activities, representation on advisory

council, and So forth.

Students in the program have been academically successiul,vsince HAPTT sets

and maintains high standards. As of 8/84 the average cumulativd grade point

cerage for 17 HAPTT students (only those students for which a complete record

of record of grades were available to the evaluator at that time were used) was

2.872. No one was below the 2.00 minimum for graduation as well .as the 2.25

requiredbrt4e School of Education.

The caliber of the students recruited by HAPTT is indicated by the following

two examples:

M. Theodore, one of the '84 graduates, in addition to serving as the student

representative on the Advisory Council and complete her coursework, among other

activities, was awarded two individual awards at commencement. She is a parent

of two.

E. Crevecoeur, the first official HAPTT graduate (6/83), served aq manager

of CCNY's men's and woen's track teams for 1982-83, ran track for CCNY during

the indoor track season and still managcd to graduate cum laude. She continues

her studies in bilingual education at Columbia University and Bank Street College.

She was recently appointed assistant track coach at CCNY.

While it cannot be said that all of HAPTT's trainees arc award winners or

track stars, certainly the level of academic achievement, involvement in HAPTT

activities both on campus and in the conmniity, and dedication to the Project

13
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itself indicate succr 4 for IIAPTT in .,ttractin.: thL brE:t to t.(.1 !cc:Lion.

This 'judgment may be 'Arther'Confirmed by the fact that the grad , d

employment offers before 10-aduation.

Aside from the required coursework and attendant study, the trainees involve

themselves in activities in the greater university community and in projects

which make linkages to the community at large. For example, beginning on Friday,

November 11, 1983, and continuing on a weekly basis, HAPTT trainees began offering

free courses in Haitian Creole (speaking, reading and writing) to any interested

parties on campus.

Although the College Component and the Parent Component of the Project are

distinct on paper, they are not mutually exclusive but interrelated, both having

educational functions. Trainees participated in almost all of the activities of

the Parent Component. They are to be commended for their commitment.

During the third year of the Project a major concern was the institution-

alization of this component and as such the remainder of this report shall deal

with the variety of activities carried out toward its fulfillment.

Parent Component, Advisory Council, and Related Activities

On 'Inday, December 4th (10:30-3.30), the Annual Haitian Parents' Conference

was held at Medgar Evers College. 1114.! theme for this year was "Haitian Parents,

Struggling, for the. Future of their Children". This conference, which brought

together parents, educators, school administrators, the Haitian and American press;

and others, was a major undertaking for Project IIAPTT. Joining in the sponsoring

of the event wore the Bureau of Bilingual Education, New York Stale Education

Department; New York City Board of Education, office of Bilingual Education, among

others-.- This is an important event :since so many agencies join logelher and much

14
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important information is disseminated, from a directory of telephone numbers

frequently called, a directory of social services available in New York, both

general and specific information pertaining to bilingual education programs, to

information on GEb (General Educational Development) tests for th" high school

diploma, which, incidentally, are now offered in French in New York State, through

the efforts of the Project Director.

Project HAPTT participated in the City College Conference on College/

Community Linkages, December 9, 1983 by conducting a workshop ("Meeting the Needs

of Our Newer Immigrant Groups ") in which the Project's work in the community was

outlined and community members responded by suggesting additional areas of

attention. The workshop panel included faculty, students, and community/agency

representatives. Professor Carole Jos-,ph, HAPTT Project Director, served as a

moderator.

Project HAM also disseminated information by means of the network it has

established throughout the Haitian community pertaining to conferences or other

events of importance to Haitian-Americans. One issue of concern to Haitians is

AIDS, and when HACSO, Inc. (Haitian American Cultural and Social Organization,

Inc.) sponsored a panel of experts on the latest findings on AIDS, on December 10,

1983,.Project HAPTT publicized the event.

During National Book Week (11/14-18) the Project brought Diane Wolkstein,

noted storyteller, to the City College campus: The Project took care to announce

this event widely using such channels as CITY, the newsletter of the City College

of New York. She has published a series of Haitian folktales.

15
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During Black History Month at CCNY the Project, in cooperation with the

Workshop Center for Open Education, organized a week-long cchbratithi "thy
/

Haitian Experiences in the United States" (2/20-2/28/84). This activity included

Art exhibits, book exhibits, film presentations, scholarly presentation on Haitian

Culture and Society and Haitian hmnigration in the U.S., and so forth.

The Parent Component.continued this year the practice of running or

participating in small workshops for parents in the local schools (e.g., P.S.9

in Manhattan and P.S. 183 in Brooklyn) on matters of curriculum. this is a

direct fulfillment of one of the major goals of the Project, namely, to

assist parents to understand and to become involved in the education of their

children. A good example of participation was the District 23 meeting with the

Haitian community (6/23/84 at P.S. 183, Brooklyn). The major segment of the

activity was a panel discussion on "An English/Creole Program for Haitian

.\ Students" which included among the panelists HAPTT's Project Director.

Participating in activities in this manner rather than planning and conducting

workshops allows the Project staff to have a greater impact in the community while

using the staff's time and the Project's resources more efficiently. This,

incidentally, shows the Project's willingness to follow the recommendations made

by the program evaluator to improve the overall functioning of the Project. \,/
)

Although not originally required cinder the grant, toward the end of September

1981, less then sixty days after funding, a Project Advisory Committee was formed.

The committee is seen as an important link between the Project and the community.

The committee is comprised of parents, clergymen, other responsible professionals

community and members and also has one student member elected by the students.

The Project's quick action on this expressed need to set up such a committee

attests to their desire to have: ItAPTr re(oltni 00 nq an inteitrAl pail of the

connnunity.

16
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The committee meets periodically (at least once per semester) to discuss the

progress of the Project,,to suggest issues of vital concern to the Haitia-A111,(ican

community which the Project is -capable of addressing, and to offer guidance and

direction pertaining to programs and activities' the Project has instituted toward

the alleviation of existing community problems. throughout the year the committee

members are kept abreast of developments through personal contacts, by telephone,

or by letter and arc always invited to the events planned by the Project and the

college at large.

Although every effort is made to schedule meetings at a time amenable to the

majority of Council members, (because they are community leaders they may have

prior commitments), attendance varies. The meeting of January 12, 1984, for

example, had eight present, while that of August 31, 1984 found fourteen in

attendance, a little over two- thirds of the Council.

Council members are not passive recipients of progress reports on the doings

of the Project but actively engage in making suggestions, and informing the Project

staff on specific needs of the Haitian- American community. In short, they function

as an advisory council but have had considerable input.

the Council "assigned" a task to the Project which began in January 1983.

The Council, reflecting the community, had become increasingly concerned with the

problem of juvenile delinquency in the schools and the inability of parents and

schools to deal with it effectively. IIAPTT was to devise a plan of action directed

at this problem. The staff had met, designed a plan, and scheduled meetings to

gel reactions from various community'and educational leaders. The plan as advised

specifies that IIAPTT will not work alone but will involve other professionals,

community centers, educational organizations, and the press. Radio programs

17
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focusing on delinquency will be prepared and broadcast as well. A major campaign

was thus launched on behalf of Haitian youth, entitled "Haitian Youth Struggling

For a Future".

Other Agencies wh4h have joined with HAPTT in this effort include: NYS

Bureau of Bilin ual Education, NYC office of Bilingual Education, and Bank Street

College of Education, Bilingual Education Program.

During the ',83-84 program year a survey of students was carried out by

means of a questionnaire. The idea was to collect hard data on a number of issues

directly affecting the education of Haitians. One area of special concern was

language use. Another was history and cultural awareness. The questionnaire was

administered in both public and pr vate (mainly catholic) schools. An English

version of the questionnaire was available in addition to the French and Creole

versions. Participants were allowed to choose the language they preferred.

The amount of data generated was extensive. The Project Director

investigated the possibility of utilizing the computer facilities at the College.

Even here, however, the coding of the material takes time. At present the

analysis of the results of the survey remain incomplete. Preliminary findings,

however, are of some interest.: The results indicate a very low knowledge level

of Haitian history and culture. This is of immense importance since from the

beginning of bilingual education it has been assumed, rightly, that there is a

onnection between low self-esteem and school failure. It was agreed that the

mean to combat this was to make bilingual programs bicultural as well. This,

of nece sity, demands increased attention to the history and culture of the

immigrant roup. In short, if there is no focus on history and culture, there

is no suppar for self-esteem.
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Another important finding of the survey was that the majority of those

surveyed were speakers of Creole rather than French. Although, this was

anticipated, it is important have documented it. It is hwed that the coding

and analytical tasks may be completed and the results disseminated widely ads the

issues dealt with in the questionnaire are critical:

abuse, truancy, group identification, and pug use.

sexual education, child.

It should be pointed out here also that the survey was a facet of the

"Campaign" undertaken by Project HAPTT at the suggestion of the Advisory Council

in order to develop documentation of the problems threatening the future of Haitia'n

youth and to work to develop means to alleviate them. The Project led the efforts

while working in concert with other community agencies. Due to the limited

available to the project as a funded program the major efforts of the staff were.'

in the gathering of information, running workshops as one means of disseminating

information to parents, school personnel, clergymen, and others. HAPTT played a

leadership role in the campaign activities throughout the year and also coordinated

the efforts of a number of organizations including United Parents Association, the

Haitian press, radio stations, New York City Haitian Bilingual Educators' Association,

the Project's Advisory Council, Haitian Coalition for Edication and HACFA, Inc. Not

only Haitian organizations were involved. The Project successfully involved the

New York City Board of Education, the New York State Edueatton Department, and

other educational and social service agtacies

The campaign, officially titled "The Haitian Youth: Struggling for a Future"

was a major activity of the parent component of the Project. Planning began in

December 1982 and the campaign ran through all of 1983 and into 1984, "closing up"

at the Symposium on Haitian Creole at the end of June 1984 (see below).
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Ille campaign was an important activity for the Project since it brouOt a

great number of activities, agencies, and efforts to focus upon the central issues

facing Haitian youths. Because of the campaign remnants of the parent component

remained at the close of the grant, namely, thdvast network of people, agencies,

professional organizations,and so forth, remains intact. The vastness, and

effectiveness of this network is due to the existence of Project HAPTT and the

efforts of the Project staff. Although the network remains, it remains without a

driving mechanism. The end of the grant brought the parent component to an end.

Efforts at institutionalization have been, in the main, unsuccessful.

Because this was the final year of the grant for UAPTI, the advisory council

was particularly concerned with the institutionalization of the Project components

and with the feasibility of refunding in order to continue, even increase, the

impact that the Project has made in the community. In this regard,.three Title

VII proposals were submitted to MENU, Washington, D.C., for consideration:

a renewal of Project HAPTT, a comprehensive parent leadership training project,

and a bilingual vocational education project. Only the last of the three was

funded whiCh, in effect, means the dismantling of Project HAFTT, except for

those compoirnts which were institutionalized.

'the reason for lack of continuation of major efforts in the parent component

is lack of funding by a major institution capable of continuing it, namely the

college. For the parent component as a whole at the close of the grant the

college took over only the answering of telephone calls and written requests

in order to make referrals to other agencies or programs. Thus, this extensive

network is left without a head, the leadership and the coordinating abilities of

ilAPTT, not to mention the much need dvocacy for the Haitian population of

New York.



The Project maintains extensive contacts, not only within the New York

metropolitan areas, byt with individuals and groups in other states url rounrrles.

For example, the Project remains contact wLth the League 01 Haill.tu tdmilieN,

Inc., Boston. As one of its activildis, the ageay runs Creole language classes

and cultural workshops for professionals (doctors, lawyers, polices, firefighters,

nurses, and others). Just at the level of information and materials exchange

this is an important contact. The Project has also received requests for materials

from Haiti and a number of cities within the United. (Miami, Philadelphia and Chicago).

The Project also makes information available to the Haitian community which

would not normally be available. In its publication Lyezon (in Haitian Creole

with some limited items in English), to take only one example, the Project spread .

information on the "Gifted Children's Newsletter" and sought permission from the

publisher to translate some of the Newsletter's items for inclusion in later

issues of Lyezon.

This year as well; RAPTT received visits from bilingual educators from the

Chicago Public School system and hosted an exchange program with a group of

teachers, social workers, and college students form Berlin, Germany (see Appendix for

letters from Chicago group). This visit occurred in April of 1984. The visitors,

from Chicago and Berlin, were particularly interested in viewing the efforts

being made in bilingual community education. Several Haitian community centers

were visited. It was hoped that in July '84 a group of bilingual teachers would

visit Ge'rmany, but for the members of Project UAPTT staff this proved unfeasible.

Contacts within the university (official, departmental, and personal) have,

from the beginning of the grant been cultivated and sustained. Cooperation among

ambers of `the college conmunlity was cqually important if the institutionalization
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of the college component were to be successful. That this component his been

completely institutionalized with no problems is evidence of the good relations.

The Project also supports other departments and activities within the college.

For example, the Workshop Center for Explorations in Learning and Teaching has

a great number of activities and services "to support teachers and other school

people, parents and community members in their search to improve learning

environments for children." Project HAPTT disseminates information on center

programs to the Haitian community and IIAPTT's teacher trainees partake of many

of the Workshop Center's services as well as participating in activities.

The impact of Project IIAPTT on the college community is confirmed by a'full

page article on HAPTT in Making It (a Bimonthly newsletter for City College

students. Vol. 2, #2) which appeared in the November/December 1983 issue. A

copy of the article is attached to this report. Beyond the college community

as well, the Project has become known and respected. For example, as an expert

on the educational needs of Haitian children the Projec14Director is often cabled

upon for information and/or advice. In May of 1984 the Project Director was

called upon to prepare a statement to be used in testimony presented 'in

Washington, D.C. by the Chief of the New York State Education Dept's Bureau of

Bilingual Education.

Given the nature of the Project it is not necessary to point out that its

work is one of advocacy for the educational rights of Haitian immigrants

specifically and of all children in need of bilingual programs in order to help

insure their educational success. In this regard, Project 11APTT joined with the

Bilingual Community Education Program at CCNY in organizing the First Annual

Bilingual Community Education Conference held at City College, May 5, 1984 fran

8:30 AM - 4:00 PM. The Conference focused on the role of teacher training in

the community setting, the importance of community organizations in the
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educational process, advocacy at the school and community setting, and research

for community change. Project IIAPTT prepared notices in Creole, informed the

newspapers who printed notices in French, and organized worhshups within Cie

conference. In addition the Project Director served as one of the two keynote

speakers. The conference was well attended (over two hundred people were

present).

With the changes within the Board of Education,,, most notably at the level of

Chancellor, it became imperative to mobilize the community in order that the

educational needs of Haitian children not "get lost in the shuffle." The new

administrators had to be kept appraised of the pressing needs of these students.

To effect this Project IIAPTT continued its network-building efforts and joined

with two community organizations, Haitian--American Coalition for Education

(RACE) and the Haitian Ameri-an Coalition for Action (HACFA). The concerns

presented to the appropriate officials at the Board of Education, including the

Chancellor, included the fe'lowing: the identification of LEP students (more are

eligible than reported); related to this, problems with testing students and

subsequent placement, transition to mainstream classes, discipline problems,

problems concerning the assignment of teachers, the administration of programs,

the quality of educationaj materials, and the licensing of bilingual personnel.

The concerted effort to press for resolution of these issues with the Board of

Education continued and became intertwined with other activities. petitions

which listed the concerns were printed and circulated by the project within the

Haitian-American community. They were then collected and turned over to the

11ACE for action. Directly related to the concerns listed were a series of

resolutions passed at the close of the Symposium on Haitian Creole (see below),

and, of tourse, these concerns are also tied to the Campaign on Haitian youth.

These resolutions were to be presented to the Chancellor of the New York City

Board of Education, the State Commissioner of Educations and the Director of

OBEMLA by the Coalition.
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There has been continued discussion as to the possibility of organizing an

event at which to both publicize the concerns beyond the Haitian eoidunity dud to

present the resolutions to appropriate officials. If this occurs, however, IIAPTT

will have a minor role, if any, due to the fact that the project is now

defunct due to non-renewal of the grant. A proposal for a parent leadership

training project, which is one of its functions could have continued this

advocacy, was not funded. In,short, due to the dismantling of the Parent

Component of Project there can be no direction from HAPTT.

Project HAPTT, over the course of the grant, has co-sponsored a number of

events with the Bank Street College of Education, (Bilingual Teacher Training

Programs). During this contract year the Special Training Workshops were again

offered to trainees and, importantly, to any interested member of the university

community and to the community at large. The variety of workshops offered on

pertinent issues makes these two weeks in June important to the trainees. The

response to the workshops varies but those who attend are enthusiastic and benefit

from the resource materials developed for and distributed at these events. (For

an idea of the topics covered see the schedule in the appendix).

Probably the most important single major activity undertaken by Project

HAPTT during the 83-84 year (again in conjunction with Bank Street College) was

the First Symposium on Haitian Creole Education. The Symposium took place on

Saturday, June 30th, at Bank Street College. Coming at the end of the academic

year it was a culminating point in the grant. A major issue (and weakness) in

bilingual programs for Haitian students has been the lack of a clear language

policy, with advocates for French /English and for Creole/English in perennial

debate. Although Project 11APTT's position on this issue is clear the Symposium

was organized to provide an open atmosphere where professionals, concerned

community members, and others, could come together, discuss theNissue, and
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hopefully decide on positive actions which would lead to resolution. Thu Sympsium

was, through the efforts of IIAPTT, well publicized and as a result well attended.

Notices were prepared for the newspapers, information sent to radio statioil.,,, flyers

prepared, rind so forth. The Symposium addressed three broad, but interrelated topics:

why people should be taught in their native language, the development of materials

in Haitian;Creole, and the responsibilities of parents and teachers vis-a-vis the

socio-linguistic problems of Haitian youths. That these issues are critical was

evident by the attendance and the level of discussion. The intention is to publish

the proceedings of the symposium. Although the Director will participate, the

efforts at publication will be coordinated by Bank Street. A copy of the Program

of the Symposium is attached and gives an accurate idea of the amount of effort

needed to organize and conduct the Symposium.

The movement to institutionalize the parent component of the Project centered,

during July and August '34, on the preparation of information/orientation packets

which were given to every community center'known to IIAPTT. IL is hoped that the

community centers will be able to disseminate this information within the community

thereby continuing the services no longer provided by IIAPTT. The IIAPTT staff, in

addition to preparing the packets, spent 1-2 hours in each center, which requested

a IIAPTT representative, going over the materials in the packet. Although the

Project has hoped to provide more extensive training of community members in

leadership skills and advocacy work, neither the time nor the funds necessary

were available. Me information paekets distributed to the centers contained the

following: a list of ESL courses available in New York City, a list: of vocational

schools, a list of evening programs for adults, a list of free high school

equivalency programs and testing sites for the H.S. equivalency examination in

French, information for people wanting to obtain visas, information on how to

apply to the colleges of the City University of New York, sample college
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applications, information on different types of available financial aid, a

translation of several Parent brochures clone for the United Parent Association,

and a set of the available Iyqaa (for reference information).

This last, the issues of Lyezon, the "brochure" published by HAPTT, is one

of the many contributions which will last beyond the life of the Project. Over

the three years of the grant five issues were published absorbing a lot of time

of the Project, but providing information and resources over such a wide area

that it would be futile to attempt to list the topics here. The importance of

this information to the comMunity was recognized by the New York State Education

Department which reprinted the earlier issues for the Project. Lyezon must be

seen as a major vehicle of dissemination when it is remembered that the mailing

list exceeds 500 names from as far away as HAITI. A copy of the latest (and

last) issue of Lyezon is attached. The halt in this publication is a big loss to

the Haitian community.

Another contribution of HAPTT which will last beyond the life of the Project

was the preparation of audiotapes for radio stations, colleges, community agencies,

and a videotape on Bilingual Education. This was the area of most frustration to

the Project staff over the course of the grant.

Even into the third year, the Project was still wrestling with this issue.

For example, the minutes of the Advisory Council meeting for January 12, 1984

reported that: "EdUcational Programs via radio and TV were explored. It was

suggested that we try to budget for radio time ($75 weekly per hour for.Medgar

Evers' Station) in next year's budget. The possibility of using City College's

radio station and the Haitian Fathers (TV) and Haitian Council's programs will

be investigated." Problems in this area were due, in the opinion of the

evaluator to the fact that this was the one area covered by the grant that was
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outside the expertise of the staff. That is, for both the technical aspect of

preparation and n)r the airing of the tapes the staff was forced to depend__
totally on others. After a number of starts and stops, however, the Project ends

with a total of ten radio scripts prepared, and six audiotapes completed. Copies

were glade at the CCNY-TV Studio Facilities and were distributed to the radio

stations reaching the Haitian community. In addition, the preparation of a
0 ,

videotape on bilingual education in Haitian Creole will be made at Bank Street
4

during '84-85 with the participation and assistance of HAPTT's project director.
si

Recommendations:

As the grant has concluded its funded period these recommendations are

',-
directed to the funding agency. They derive from the efforts of Project HAPTT

over the past three years:*

1. There is a pressing need for the development of bilingual materials

(Creole/English) for use in the schools especially given the.make up of the new

arrivals from Haiti. It is imperativt that materials and resources be developed

to meet their needs so as not to undercut the chance for equal, educational

opportunity. It is recommended that consideration be gil,en to the establishment

of a national center whose specific purpose will be the development and dissemi-
r
V

nation of educational materials in Creole. (See Symposium Resolutions in Appendix).

2. In the area of parent training, notwithstanding the efforts of HAPTT and

other community agencies, it is clear that Haitian parents are still in need of,

training for and adaptation to the educational system of the United States. It

is recommended that the agency actively solicit proposals for an educational

program modeled on the Parent Component of IIAPTT.
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CONCLUSION:

During the twelve months under year three of the grant, Sept kinbor '83 -

August '84, Project HAPTT continued to perform under the stipulations of the

grant and responded positively to the recommendations of the evaluation report

made for the second year. No major problems disrupted the activity under the

grant during the course of the year. In the considered judgement of the evaluator

the Project remained in compliance with the specifications of the grant proposal

fully implementing the program as described in the original proposal.
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Saturday, June 30, 1984
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Why should people be taught in their native
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Janin Anas
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Jan Mapou
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Moderator

Emiee Pienne
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Recorders

Manie-Lourdes Etginto Saint Lot
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HAPTT Tnainee

Devlopment of Materials in Haitian Creole
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Frans Kade
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The Responsibilities of Parents and Teachers,
vis-a-vis the Sociolinguistic problems Facing
Haitian Youth
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Dis t. 3M

Youth and liamiZy Coun4eZing Ptoject Ditectot,
BHRAGS, Centte Communautaite Naitien
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Haitian Centet4 CounciZ, Inc.
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General Session
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Ap gen goute pandan tout Refreshments will be available throughout the day.
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Koodinate Senpozyom lan - Coordinators
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.
'Nou fe lede pibiiye rezilta senpozyom
lan.
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Eddy Sayaadette

CaAote Bekotte Jozeph

We hope to publish the proceedings of this
Symposium.

4
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Premye Senpozyom Sou Krey81:

Lang Peyi D'Ayiti

Samedi, 30 ion 1984

DesinTm

1 Ti Ayisyen ki fet ann Ayiti e ki leve la,
konn pale Krey81 fen.

Pi fc ti Ayisyen ki fCt ann Ayiti e ki
love la, gen anpil pwoblem ak franse:
ni nan konprann, ni nan pale, ni nan

ni nan ekri.

3. Ti Avisycn (5 an jis 18 an) ki fCk soti
any Ayiti pa konprann angle c yo pa
hale angle le vo antre lekol o Zetazini.

4. Ti Ayisyen (5 an jis 18 an) ki f?sk seti
ann Ayiti konn pale krey81 le yo antic

5. Pou ti Ayisyen (5 an jis 18 an) ki fCk
soti apn Ayiti e ki antre lek61 o :eta-
zini, 'pale kre)O1 epi konprann esplika-
syon ,n kreyOl se kichoy ki fasil anpil.

6. Pi fo'ti Ayisyen (5 an jis 18,an) ki fek
soti ann Ayiti e ki antre lekol o Zeta-
zini pa pale franse lib.

7. Pou pi fo ti Ayisyen (5 an jis 13 an) ki
fek soti ann Ayiti e'ki antic lekol o
Zetazini, pale franse epi konprann espli-
kasyon an franse se kichoy ki difisil.
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First Symposium on Haitian Creole:

Haiti's Language

Saturday, June 30, 1984

Resolutions

Haitian children who are born and raised in Haiti
are fluent speakers of Creole.

Most Haitian4children who are born and raised in
Haiti, have great difficulty understanding, speaking,
reading and writing French.

Haitian youngsters (between the ages of S and 18) who
have recently come from Haiti and enter schoul in
the United States, do not understand nor speak
English.

Haitian youngsters (between the ages of 5 and 18)
who have recently come from Haiti and enter school
in the United StateS, arc fluent speakers of Creole.

Haitian youngsters (between the anus of 5 and 18) who
have recently come from Haiti and enter school in
the United States, have no difficulty speaking Creole
or understanding instruction in Creole.

Upon arriving to schools in the U.S, most Haitian
youngsters (between the ages of 5 and 18) who have
recently come from Haiti and enter school in the
United States, do not speak French fluently.

For most Haitian youngsters., who have recently come
from Haiti and enter school in the United States,
speaking French and understanding instruction in
French is difficult.
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Rezolisyon

S Entere tout timoun ki dwe patisipe nan
klas lek61 mande pou yo konprann e pou yo
pale lib.

9 Edikasyon bileng toutbon mande pou yo
sevi ni ak lang pcyi kote timoun yo ye a,
ni ak lang timoun yo deja konnen an.

10 Edikasyon bileng toutbon pou ti Ayisyen
ki o Zetazini, inande pou yo sevi ni ak
angle ni ak kreyol.

\Se pwogram bileng "City College" la,
Pwoje HAPTT a} "Bank Street" ki Oganize
aktivite sa a.

Pg. 2

Resolution's

Children cannot fully participate in class if they
don't understand and speak the language of instruc-
t ion

True bilingual education requires the use of both
the language of the country where children arc living
and a language that they already know.

True bilingual education for Haitians residing in
the,U.S. requires the use of both English and Creole.

This activity was sponsored by Project HAPTT at
City College of N.Y. and the Bank Street College of
Education Bilingual Training Programs.



OUTREACH
Haitian Bilingual Program at The College
Is Advocate for Parent, Teacher Training
"Open the doors to all . Jet the children

of the rich and poor take their seats together
and bum of no di abate n. ,ii save their autumn.
good conduct and intellect."

these were the ssords of Gos John If
loung In 1847 when [he City Cotlege seas
founded as I he I reit Academy It has 14 one
its present name since 18u6 The same s irds,
hat), as sell. stand at the top of the scion
called ROUTS in Ca% Is , the OffiLe of
Mn issions olfielal booklet for tress students.
'stuns and others,

There are sonic 13,500 students enrolled
al The College, including a bond spectrum
of New NOrkers, and from other states
and foreign Unuitr es A statistical in ers leC

('('NY's resent demographics can he
liquid in the accompany ing box

Among the latest arnsals taking their seats
together and adding to s hat Cite Is . calls

this sax (all>. ethnic ans. culturallydixerse
and dynamic student body.- are sonic 35
Haitian Americans They are enrolled under
the auspices of a program called Haittan
Parent reacher Training (I IAPIT1

IAITT has been operational on campus
since September 1981, tinder Title VII of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(FSEA1 Grants totalling just under S100,(XX)
underwrite expenses of stall offices, a library
of bilingual (English Creole) hooks, pam-
phlets and other resource materials plus nu-
tun and fees for trainees

The program is housed in Room 6 212 of
The NAC The telephone number is (212)
690-0756

I IAP1.1 is administered hy the College's
School of E(lucation. I IA irrr Ihrector
Carole Bootie Joseph, a doctoral candidate
III sociolinguistics. say s the program ad
dresses the needs of the grim mg !Liman-
Amens an commu nit) lei ISea basis sans

leacher tratning component Helping
those interested in careers m education
to acquire spa Ian training toward
h I. fn ha's degres s s ith English nettle
on c !manor', mil

Ill Parent honing component Helping
parents and %Abets in the Haitian-
Amertean community to plan their
children's education store el let I is cis
t.r to faiths r their rain edlleatioll in sot-
lege.. technical schools, literacy pro-
grams and elseuhere

. There are some 1,600 Haitian students
who need bilingual education programing in

NOVEMBER/DI CFM111R 1983 ,

the City's public schools, according to the
best estunates A large propottion are In
1314)kly n's Crosse Heights. Queens' Cambria
Heights, and Upper Nlanhattan

During the 198 3 1984 scluiol ycar at
CrslY, I I \ partis pants include 10 lull

undcrgradoat.: students, 15 part tone
[Went,, fise graluais student, studying for

\1 S's in I Ausation in die Adult and (unit
monny Bilingual Program directed by Mr
Guillermo Linares. and sesen students en,
rolled under the auspices of SEEK, or pay
mg then oss n may Most I IA vrr students are
on the Dean's List, Director Joseph notes

1 IAPTT is the only four-year educa-
tional program in the Cits ollering a hi

dlgrce m 1,110AI-01:0k. Ms. Joseph
says She SS,.p, Disliked in designing the pro-
gram and %%ruing the proposal for funding
She current's directs a staff of three
professionals

C('NY Cultural
Diversity Analysis

'Hie ethnic and cultural di% erSlk of
the student population at The College
is amply documented by the Mhos mg
data

50', horn in the U S , sith the
remainder from 85 countries of
origin

111 01 the SS countries of origin
38'; Black
2 'spank
22', Caribbean
12'; xlan, including one
third 1 nun India
2s'; \\lute, mostly first
gem 7'411011

Ra (0'; I S cmiens, another z5(/
h pormanent reolent status,
S '-; on temporars sisas

113 As crags- ace 28 scars old
0,4 is. 't ,111 it P.,, 40. .1 in

I (It, I 3 1,1.
I I (u1irr.1
If, I !I,

I he immigration at Haman. to the Clk is
relamely ness phenomenon, Ms fw eph

explains- olds sins e the earls to mid-
19tols awl publis ith 11,1. n

slots ul replq-ding to the needs of this nes%
group of students and parents I IAITI is I he
College's response, Ms Joseph declares, and.
as she and lit r Nitif *AC It. the effect has been
a positise one

Ms. Carole Bennie Joseph

One recent-arrival cercened through the
HAPIT program. Ms Joseph recalls. was
frond to haw. earned a lass degree valid in
Haiti. and a tea, her's Le nilk ate to back It up.
Ills lob, after a short tune in the City taxicab
driver.

His credentials sere esaluated. through
HAITI- efforts. and today he is in graduate
sc hoof seeking to strengthen his credentials
for compention in the contemporary
marketplace

Falssidge Cres more, a transfer student
from Nassau County s Adelphu University.
for example. registered with the !RPM' pro-
gram in 1981. completed it and today she
teaches at a Queens elementary school where
80 percent of the student population is
Haitian.

Director Joseph says there are three addi-
tional students in their second semester of sm-
dent teat hing, who see in headed toward
careers teas lung in schools with needs for
those sc ith English-Creole bilingual
capabilities

Nis. Joseph urges anyone student,
parent. teas her. admintsttator, ethic atm
low t ested m WIC 111101111.1tikiii on the Mouton

Parent Teat. her hawing prop am to % isit or
telephone the of u and WWI\ in 1 he NAC

Stall members are

Nis. Nlarie-Lourdes I-Agirns Saint-Lot
Gordan. Sire( who

N1r. Nlieliel Claude Lentoine
0u:remit Spectra:At

Ms. Marie Mamie Larligue
Secretary itE
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Reserve this dace so you
can attend ana

participate in this important
discussion!
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